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Over seven out of ten use Weaver-Scopes be-
cause they have found them the best any-
where,at any price. Weaver engineers with
over 25 years experience have pioneered the
developments which make the modern scope
so dependable that no rife is complete with-
out one. One of the most recent developments
is the Weaver Patented Fixed-Reticle. Lead-
ing arms authorities and gun Writers USe
Model 区 Scopes on their own rifles,These
scopes are made by experts, Chosen by eXperts.

s。OPTICAL SYSTEMS

The optical systems are fully corrected,de-
signed in _accordance with highest optical
standards. Nine lens elements are used in-
stead of the usual are harQd
coated and exceptionally large.、These pre-
cision lenses giVe maximum light and a wide

Model K2.5 (2圻-poweI)

Shown with Weaver-Detachable Top Mount
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feld that is clear and needle-sharp, right out
to the edge of the feld一one of the hardest
things to attain and one of the best possible
Way8 to compare SCODPES.

sRBETICLES 一 0 干

Crosshair reticles are standard and are usually
selected by experienced rifemen. Post reticles
are optional; they are tapered with naIrOW
hat tops and have & horizontal crosshair.
Range-fnder reticles (with double horizontal
crosshairs spaced to coywer 6“ at 100 yards)
for long range use &and dot reticles aLre aVail-
able at extra cost. See folders explaining the
use of range-fnder &and other reticles.

VVeather-Proof Reliability

Twenty-fve years of experience is built into
Model 区 Scopes, assuring Qependability and
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care of any misalignment due to of-center
mounting holes, out-of-line barrels, Or eXCe8-
sive changes in windage and elevation set-
tings,but the reticle will remain constant1y
CcentereQd.

s Micrometer Click Adjustments

Windage and elevation adjustments are gUar-
anteed for accuracy and dependability. There
is no play or back-lash; the smallest adjust-
ment in any direction gives an exact and
corresponding change on the target.。 The
micrometer click adjustments give target
scope accuracy with hunting scope strength.
Each click changes the sight 在“for 区2.5
and 区3, 如 「“for 区4 and 区 at 100 yards.
Graduated plates on the knobs can be set at
zero after sighting-in and can be marked for
long range settings.Adjustments are pLo-
tected from tampering or weather by protec-
tive caps and Imoisture Seal.

Model K6 (6-powez)

Shown with Weaver-Detachable 工op Mount

sDesign and Dependability

Model 区 Scopes Were designed by optical and
mechanical engineers who are shooters them -
selves and who Know What features are need-
ed in a scope. First of all, a scope must be
dependable. Dependability is built into Model
区 Scopes with their guaranteed micrometer
click adjustments,Weaver Patented Fixed-
Reticle,stif one-piece steel tubes (there are
no joints to leakK moisture or loosen from
Sudden jars or recoil),Imoisture sealing of
metal joints,hermetically sealed lenses,and
precision optics. Besides dependability, Model
井 Scopes have the other features WwWanted by
shooterSs。Eye distance is extra long,eXtra
safe evell o those of-balance snap shots.
Front lenses are large for extra brightness
and sharpness. Rye lenses are also 1arge,but
not so large as to require a high scope posi-
tion to clear the rife action.

  

  



SBLBECTING TH RIGHT MAGNIFICATIOM

With the K2.5,aiming is easier and Imore
accurate than with metallic sights,but it is
just as fast for those snap shots in dense
woods.The 区2.5 is used for big game and
general use on all riles of .22 caliber and
up when the shooting is at medium Ianges:.
The three power K3 is the scope for the
shooter who likes a little more magnification
than the 区2.5,but who still wants a Wide
held of view for fast of-hand shooting and
quick shots at Iunning game.
The K4 is the choice for most long range
shooting, for big game in open country Where
long shots are the rule, for small game shoot-
ing,for precision shooting with the .22 cal-
iber.The K4 has enough magnification for
long shots but not too much for easy of-hand

shooting. The light gathering qualities of the
big objective lens and sharpness right out to
the edge of the feld alloW sure hits even im
deep QuSk.
The &K6 is used when you Want to place your
shots with pin point accuracy 一 for varmints
or game where the range is long and the
malrk small, Where few of-hand shots at run-
ning game are takeh, and Where much of the
shooting is prone or rest. It gives the precisioh
needed for targets, chucks, crows, hawks, and
other small game out at extreme Iange.

All of the 区 Models have long, safe eye Lelief,
and are clear and sharp with plenty of illum-
ination 一 so these features need not affect
your choice.

WHAT MODELS DDO

give you a wide eld of vieW, a mag-
nified target with brilliant illumination and
needle-sharp definition clear to the edge of
the feld.
s They are fast, but still give the hair-split-
ting accuracy impossible with iron sights.
s No front or rear sight; you aligIl only the
cross-hair on the maIk.
s The eye can be moved sideways as much
aS a half inch “(impossible with Imetallic
sights) and your aim will still be accurate 一
an aid to fast, easy sighting.
s The reticle is alWays clear and sharp, neveI
blurred or hazy like ordinary sights.
They can be used in rain or snow much
more accurately and as dependably as ordi-
nary -Sights.
s A Model 区 Scope enables you to shoot ac-
curately in poor light at dawn and dusk; t0
shoot at small, almost invisible targets,and

at distances when ordinary sights and the
naked eye are ineffective. Your game,though,
partially hiddem, can be discovered and aimed
at aCcCULratel1y.
s Only 区 Models have Patented Fixed-Reti-
cle with adjustments in the scope.
s Reticle always centered.

三 SCOP卫
TURRE工

Shown with pro-
tective cap “Ie-
m 0 V e Q froml
Windage S8CIe W.
Adjustments are
人
for 区2.5 and 区3,
)4“ for K4 and
56 ).、 Dependa-
bility and accur-
.acy guaranteed.

  



WARREBEN PAGB 。 Gun Editor for Field & Stream: The 区6 is
excellent; feld is Rat and clear. The quarter
minute adjustments are positive and without
play or back-lash and you can be sure of the
value of each click.

COLONBEL TOWNSBEND WHBEILBN 。 Noted Gun Authority: K2.5 、 . 0ptics and
Iesolving power are as excellent as Can be
obtained … feld of view is 43 feet,and
almost this full feld will be seehn whether
the eye be held 2 兆 or 6 inches in the rear of
the eyepiece.

GBENBRAL J. S. HATCFHEBBE 。 Technical Editor, American Riheman: 区6 . . .

  

a fne job . . positive internal adjustments
. . , fne for those long shots across the Valley
O

JACK O「CONNOR 。CGun Editor for Outdoor Life,E&Xperienced
Rifeman and Author: Youve got me bowled
over with those neW 区 Scopes.The K4 is
brighter and clearer with an absolutely Rhat
feld and no distortion.About the 区3,I「“Vve
always thought 3-power Would be the most
useful of all big game scopes. The sCOpes aIe
beautiful optically, exceedingly handsome and

WwWHAT TFI卫 they look like the money 一 a marvelous job.

BLMBER KBITE 。 Noted Rihe Authority, Author: Your neW 区4
卫PERTS is one of the best big game scopes I have ever
SAY: * seen. Iyparticularly like the new and sInaller

scope turret and the Way you have sealed it.
That,combined with the sturdy steel tube
and your excelent optics,make ibt a Scope
that will take the hard Knocks and still come
up shooting.

Specifications for Models 区2.5, 匹3, 区4, 区6

TUBE |
FIELD D1A. EYE FRDNT |
0F 8LUED PIECE END EYE

M0DEL VIEW STEEL D1A. D1A. D1S5TANCE LENETH | WE16HT
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区3 1.445 in. 1.000 in. 玖 弥| 梁 如“ Click

区4 1.445 in. 1.550 in. tl 六 in. | 10 oz. J4“ Click

区6 1.445 in. 1.550 in. 13 in. | 11 0Z. )4“ Click

e FOCUS一Universal; eyepiece of all Model 匹 Scopes Will adjust to user「“s Vision.

e 及TICL卫Crosshair standard,post and crosshair optional, Dot and range-fnder reticles
aVvailable (see reticle paragraph).

e ADJUSTNMEBENTS一Micrometer click 一 internal. Fully protected and sealed by metal turret Caps.



WwEBEAVBER LBEMNS CAPS

 

Made of metallic gray plastic, with transpar-

ent windows.Durable and snug ftting、In

emergency,the scope can be used with Caps

in position. Made to Ht all Model 区 Scopes.

MODEHEIL 区 SCOPHS

and

l技ii
n
Ccs
刑o河诊标
Range-Finder Reticle, extra_5.00
木
Weaver-Detachable Mount (top or side)___9.75
o标
e
Attaching Scope to Rife at Factory_
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